IDENTIFICATION TAPE

Key Surgical® Identification Tape is designed to help you identify and organize instruments as they move between sterile processing and various departments. It’s easy to apply and withstands repeated sterilization cycles. With the broadest selection of tape available, and the ability to customize your identification tape, you will have a colorful, economical, easy-to-use solution for instrument identification.

“Instrument tape and plastic dipping material, when used properly, are ways of identifying specific instruments.”

- ANSI/AAMI ST79:2017, Section 7.4.1

ABOUT:

• Over 250 colors and patterns available
• Sold by the roll or by the sheet
• Pre-cut sheet tape reduces product waste
• Available widths: 1/8", 1/4", or 3/8"
• Not made with natural rubber latex
• Compatible with steam sterilization
• CUSTOMIZABLE (Sheet style)

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:

Key Surgical Adhesive Remover is an instrument-friendly solution designed to dissolve tape residue and restore instrument surfaces to their original condition. It is citrus-based, CARB compliant, and biodegradable. Available in either (1) 32oz bottle or a case of (6) 4oz bottles.